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SUMMARY

High performance computing (HPC) refers to the practice of aggregating computing power of several computing
nodes in a way that delivers much higher performance than one could achieve by a typical desktop computer
in order to solve large problems in business, science, or engineering. The University of Namibia has so far
received two HPC racks from the Centre for High Performance Computing in South Africa, of which one is
operational. The primary use of the rack was foreseen to be human capacity development and awareness in
HPC and to form part of Namibia’s readiness in participating in the Square Kilometre Array (SKA) and the
African Very Long Baseline Interferometry Network (AVN) projects, but is now also being used for research
in multi-wavelength astronomy and beyond. This is one of the first HPC services set up and operated by an
entirely African team. We perform tests to benchmark the computational power and data transfer capabilities
of the system and find that each node, on average, has a peak performance power of 82.4±1.1 GFLOPS.
We also summarise all the projects that have enlisted the HPC facility.

1 INTRODUCTION

Over the past two decades, the infrastructure and human capacity for high performance com-
puting (HPC) has been steadily increasing in African countries. The Centre for High Per-
formance Computing (CHPC) in South Africa has provided HPC facilities to researchers in
Africa (Amolo, 2018). This was done in conjunction with the African School on Electronic
Structure Methods and Applications (ASESMA), which is a biannual school to introduce re-
searchers and graduate students to computational modelling (Chetty et al., 2010). A number
of countries in Africa now use HPC facilities for weather and climate modelling and in most
cases, this is done on the facilities provided by the CHPC (Bopape et al., 2019; Somses et al.,
Shapopi, J., Limbo, A., Backes, M. (2023). Namibia’s first high performance computer [Communication]. South
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2020). The Southern African Development Community (SADC) Cyber-Infrastructure Frame-
work, which aims to build capacity in regional research and education networks, data sharing
infrastructure and trained human capital, has an infrastructure development pillar which has
commissioned a few sites and deployed HPC systems (Bopape et al., 2019; Motshegwa et al.,
2018). To date, most of the HPC systems that have been deployed, have also been used for
weather modelling and considerations by a few countries have been taken to integrate high
performance computing into university curricula (Mwasaga et al., 2015; Narasimhan & Mot-
shegwa, 2018). The Abdus Salam International Centre for Theoretical Physics (ICTP) ran a
3-year project between 2008 to 2011 with the purpose of developing infrastructure and human
capacity. Within this project one HPC system with 80 cores was donated to the Addis Ababa
University in Ethiopia (Abiona et al., 2011).
With steady developments in astronomy in Africa (Pović et al., 2018) and Namibia (Backes

et al., 2018) in 2016, the University of Namibia (UNAM) received one rack of computing
nodes that was previously part of the Texas Advanced Computer Center (TACC; University of
Texas, Austin) Ranger supercomputer, which had its debut in 2008 as the 5th most powerful
computer in the world (Black, 2014; Erich et al., 2008b). The Ranger was re-purposed to
function as single racks that were distributed to a select number of institutes in the African
Square Kilometre Array (SKA) partner countries (Black, 2014), one of which is the University
of Namibia. This was a result of the efforts made by the CHPC in South Africa and the Namibian
National Commission on Research, Science, and Technology (NCRST), which facilitated the
delivery. The CHPC coordinates the HPC Ecosystems Project (Johnston, 2019) which has the
objective of facilitating readiness in advanced research computing for the upcoming Africa
Very Long Baseline Interferometry Network (AVN) (Gaylard et al., 2011) and Square Kilometre
Array (Carilli & Rawlings, 2004) projects. Since 2017, this single rack, together with amanager
node has been operational as the first HPC system in Namibia, as the UNAM HPC (UHPC).

1.1 The UHPC/Head Node
The manager node of the cluster at UNAM is a Dell T430 server, running two central processing
units (CPUs), specifically Intel Xeon E5-2603s. Each CPU has six cores with a peak frequency
of 1.7 GHz. This server has 32 GB of random access memory (RAM) available, and has the
capacity to accommodate 384 GB, leaving sufficient room for expansion. The server currently
has 13 TB of storage installed, which is set up as central shared storage for the whole cluster.
This node will serve as the manager node to the two entirely different computing racks and a
storage rack, i.e. this node is to run a spectrum of discrete non-identical hardware.

1.2 The UHPC/Ranger
The rack of the former Ranger HPC hosts four shelves, each with 12 server modules (‘nodes’),
for a total of 48 server modules, as can be seen in Figure 1. It is a Sun Blade 6048 modular
system and is designed so that it is easy to service (Sun Microsystems, Inc., 2009). Further
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details about the dimensions can be found in the comprehensive site planning guide (Oracle
and/or its affiliates, 2012). For this system, each compute node contains 4 AMD Opteron 8356

Figure 1: An image and schematic to illustrate naming conventions. On the left is an image of the
UHPC/Ranger in operation and on the right a schematic from Sun Microsystems, Inc. (2009). The rack
houses four shelves which, in turn, each house 12 server modules (nodes).

quad-core CPUs with a peak frequency of 2.0 GHz. Each core boasts 2 GB of RAM for an
aggregate memory of 32 GB per node (Limbo et al., 2019). The peak performance of the
UHPC/Ranger is calculated from the current peak performance power of each server module
as shown in Equation 1.

RPEAK = #nodes× #cores
node × cycles/secondcore × operationscycle (1)
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RPEAK is the peak theoretical performance and the cycles/second is also known as the fre-
quency of each core. Applying Equation 1 to the UHPC/Ranger using the details indicated
in Table 1 yields, RPEAK = 6.1 TFLOPS1. A test of this performance is demonstrated in Sec-
tion 2.4.

Table 1: Summary of performance values for the UHPC/Ranger.

#nodes #cores/node cycles/second/core operations/cycle
48 16 2.0 GHz 4

2 OPERATION

This section outlines the current operational procedures used for the UHPC cluster. As of yet,
24 computing nodes are powered for sustainability of the HPC cluster and for maintenance,
half of the 48 modules are kept as spares. Capacity building activities are ongoing as will be
outlined in Section 2.7.

2.1 Setup
The setup and operational details of the UHPC can be seen in Figure 2. Users connect to
the UHPC via a secured protocol, mostly Secure Shell (SSH), to the UHPC/Head Node passing
through the university firewall. A 1 Gbit/s fibre link connects the firewall to the internet and
the head node to the firewall. As outlined in Section 1.1, the UHPC/Head Node currently hosts
13 TB storage and will soon be bolstered by a storage server as indicated in the figure and
outlined in Section 3.1. The UHPC/Head Node is connected to the computing nodes through
a 48-port switch. The connection between the UHPC/Head Node and the switch is a 1 Gbit/s
Ethernet link, as are the connections between the switch and each computing node.

2.2 Software stack
The UHPC cluster employs open source software for both server and computing nodes. The soft-
ware being used is mainly from the OpenHPC stack, with CentOS as the base operating system
for both the server and computing nodes and Portable Batch System (PBS) as the scheduling
software (Johnston, 2019). The UHPC site was the first site in the entire SADC HPC Ecosys-
tems Project to deploy the OpenHPC stack on the UHPC/Ranger, with CentOS version 7.6.
The cluster uses the Ganglia software to monitor different load of the hardware such as CPU
and RAM usage. Ganglia is a scalable distributed monitoring system for HPC systems such
11 TFLOPS = 1012 floating point operations per second (FLOPS)
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Figure 2: A schematic of the interconnection between different components of the UHPC and the outside
world. Users connect via Secure Shell connections to the UHPC/Head Node after being authenticated
by the university firewall and submit jobs via this UHPC/Head Node to the computing nodes on the
UHPC/Ranger. The UHPC/Ranger is connected to the UHPC/Head Node via a 48-port switch and gigabit
Ethernet. The red (dash-dotted) lines indicate the soon-to-be implemented expansions of the UHPC.

as clusters (Massie et al., 2004). It takes advantage of the a few widely used tools for data
representation, compact data transport, storage and visualisation.

2.3 Using the cluster
Users access the cluster using Secure Shell. New users can request for a user account from
the internal UHPC website2. The website also has guides for users to familiarise themselves
with the cluster such as uploading and downloading data, submitting a job to the scheduler,
monitoring a job submitted to the scheduler as well the results of a submitted job. For users that
are not familiar with using a cluster, the Virtual Institute of Scientific Computing and Artificial
Intelligence (VI-SCAI) offers regular workshops and training aimed at equipping users with the
necessary skills to work with an HPC cluster. Usage of the cluster currently is free of charge,
however, users are required to give acknowledgement to VI-SCAI in published articles that
used the UHPC.
2uhpc.unam.na (Only accessible within the local UNAM network)
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2.4 Performance
The performance of an HPC cluster is influenced by a number of factors and the perform-
ance of any given processor may differ from instance to instance. The number of floating
point operations per second (FLOPS) has long been a benchmark standard for estimating the
computational power of an HPC system and the LINPACK Benchmark software is the most
recognised approach for ranking HPC systems (J. Dongarra & Heroux, 2013; J. J. Dongarra
et al., 2003). Stating FLOPS is rarely useful for comparing real world performance (Vetter
et al., 2005), however, it does help to give an overview of a cluster’s possible capabilities and
is a quick way to quantify these capabilities. Additionally, the wide use of the test allows for
easy comparability.
At its inauguration, the Ranger was ranked the fifth fastest supercomputer in the world,

with a measured computational power peaking at RMAX = 326 TFLOPS while the theoretical
RPEAK = 503.8 TFLOPS for the system of 3,936 nodes with 62,976 cores (Erich et al., 2008a,
2008b). This corresponds to an efficiency of 64.7%. It can be estimated that the power for
each rack, i.e. 48 nodes, then was 3.9 TFLOPS and for each node 82.8 GFLOPS, accordingly.
This calculation is a good estimate as the LINPACK Benchmark scales linearly with the number
of CPU cores. It is noted that Erich et al. (2008a) states a different value for the theoretical
computing power of the Ranger (RPEAK = 579.4 TFLOPS) than the one stated above. This
stems from the fact that Erich et al. (2008a) also record a different value for the cycles per
second: 2.3 GHz as opposed to 2.0 GHz. Here, we use the 2.0 GHz values as stated in Erich
et al. (2008b), as this leads to consistently reproducing the cited results as described below.
We perform a LINPACK Benchmark for the currently active nodes of the UHPC/Ranger

and receive an average of 82.4 ± 1.1 GFLOPS per node. Figure 3 shows the performance for
each node in the UHPC/Ranger at the UHPC cluster. Theoretically, at 4 operations per cycle
and a processor speed of 2.0 GHz (see Table 1), one would expect 128 GFLOPS of processing
power. Thus, the UHPC/Ranger nodes are operating at 64.40± 0.88%-efficiency, on average,
which is consistent with the 64.7%-efficiency stated in (Erich et al., 2008b). In total, with all
nodes operating, the UHPC/Ranger is capable of 3.955±0.052 TFLOPS, compared to the peak
theoretical performance RPEAK = 6.1 TFLOPS, calculated in Section 1.2.

2.5 Data exchange capabilities
Data transfer is becoming a demanding area in the world of science. Large data transfers are
common in the age of information. This work is done in an effort to understand how easily data
can be transferred between the UHPC and other HPC systems regionally (in South Africa) and
internationally (in Germany). This section presents the results of data transfers between the
High Performance Computer at the University of Namibia, an HPC operated by the astronomy
group of the School of Physics at the University of the Witwatersrand (Wits) in Johannesburg,
South Africa, and an HPC at the Max-Planck-Institute for Nuclear Physics in Heidelberg (HD),
Germany. These tests serve as a benchmark for further big data work, including large data
transfers, to be conducted with the UHPC.
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Figure 3: HPL LINPACK Benchmark results. The scatter plot shows the performance of 24 nodes of the
UHPC cluster. All nodes are in the range of 79.8 – 84.1 GFLOPS with an average of 82.4±1.1 GFLOPS.

For this, a 1 GB data set was prepared using C++: 1.25× 108 random 64 bit floating point
numbers were generated in an ASCII file, outlined in two columns. This file was exactly 1 GB
in size and served as the test data set. This data was transferred to and from the clusters in
Germany and South Africa using the scp command. The output of scp was written to a text
file. Using sed the text file was reformatted and appended to a standard data file which had
the modified Julian date (MJD) time taken for transfer and average transfer time. The transfer
was repeated for a full week, every hour of every day.
Data transfers between HD and UNAM were conducted in the week of 19 February 2019

(MJD: 58533.441910) to 26 February 2019 (MJD: 58540.819460) and those between Wits
and UNAM were performed in the week of 11 February 2019 (MJD: 58525.611143) to 18
February 2019 (58532.652806). Both pairs of transfers were done in both directions. Table 2
summarises the results obtained for these data transfers.
The upload and download speeds between UNAM and HD appear to be limited at about

10 MB/s, whereas the download speed from Wits to UNAM seems throttled at below 2 MB/s.
The upload speed of the UNAM cluster appears limited only at a minimum of 50 MB/s. In
Table 2, medians are reported as the distributions observed for the transfer times and speeds
are skewed, often with distant outliers. Figure 4 show the distributions of the speeds and
times of transfer. In these figures, it can be seen how the outliers affect the average values;
the median seems a more appropriate qualifier.
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Table 2: Transfer summary of 1 GB data to and from HD andWits with UNAM hosting the test
cluster. The minimum and maximum values for the times of transfer and speeds of transfer
are presented, along with their medians, averages and the standard deviation of the transfer
speed.

HD Wits
to from to from

Minimum Time (s) 112 115 22.0 648
Maximum Time (s) 279 690 453.0 909
Median Time (s) 140 172 42.0 684
Average Time (s) 151 189 63.4 705
Minimum Speed (MB/s) 3.9 1.6 2.4 1.20
Maximum Speed (MB/s) 9.8 9.5 49.6 1.70
Median Speed (MB/s) 7.8 6.3 26.0 1.59
Average Speed (MB/s) 7.6±1.6 6.3±1.6 27.0±15 1.56±0.12

2.6 Ongoing HPC projects
2.6.1 Land degradation assessment baseline report
A land degradation assessment baseline study was conducted for the Omusati region, a region
in the northern part of Namibia. The project was carried out by the Ministry of Environment
and Tourism in conjunction with UNAM’s Department of Geography Information System and
the Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit GmbH (GIZ). The assessment
was to quantify the land degradation in the region as well as recommendations on reducing
further degradation of the land. To achieve this, the data was collected in the region in the
form of soil samples for analysis on soil organic carbon. The analysis of these samples was
carried out on the UHPC using the R programming language. The results were represented as a
map showing different percentages of the soil organic carbon of the Omusati region, outlining
which part of the region still has soil suitable for agriculture (Hengari et al., 2019).

2.6.2 Modelling of broadband emission of globular clusters
Globular clusters (GCs), spherically bound collections of stars, are among the most ancient
of bound stellar systems of the cosmos and consists of about 104–106 stars (Ndiyavala et al.,
2018). Terzan 5 is the only Galactic globular cluster that has plausibly been detected in the
very-high-energy range. Data from the Fermi Large Area Telescope was used to calculate the
broadband spectral energy distribution (SED) and then this SED was modelled. The emission
is thought of as pulsed and un-pulsed emission. The pulsed emission is attributed to the
embedded pulsars in the GC and the un-pulsed emission attributed to the interaction of the
leptonic winds ambient magnetic and soft-photon fields (Ndiyavala et al., 2019). The HPC at
UNAM was used to study the uncertainty in the model parameters and to demonstrate that
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Figure 4: Distributions for the speeds and times from UNAM to WITS taken for the transfer of 1 GB
for a period of one week, with the transfer taking place every hour. Most distributions are bi-modal or
have distant outliers from the bulk of the data. Each histogram has a title that indicates which transfer
it describes between the three clusters. Solid and dotted lines indicate the mean and median speed (or
time), respectively.

this uncertainty leads to a large spread in the model predicted flux (Ndiyavala-Davids et al.,
2021; Venter et al., 2022).

2.6.3 Analysis of gamma ray data of active galactic nuclei
The University of Namibia is a part of the High Energy Stereoscopic System (H.E.S.S.) (de
Naurois, 2018) collaboration and thus has access to data from the array of five imaging atmo-
spheric Cherenkov telescopes (IACTs). This data consists of, in part, images of the Cherenkov
radiation produced when a highly energetic particle is incident on the atmosphere. The ana-
lysis of the data involves doing a pixel by pixel comparison of the data taken with simulated
images so as to estimate the parameters of the incident gamma ray. A log-likelihood approach
is taken for the parameter estimation. This is a computationally intensive analysis, given that
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there are five telescopes (four with 960 pixels (Ashton et al., 2020) and one with 2048 pixels)
each containing a large set of variables recorded during observation, that have to be com-
pared to a large number of simulations done with different parameters, such as energy (of the
incident particle), depth of first interaction, direction, etc. The UHPC has been configured to
perform such analyses and already research projects for twomaster’s theses (Nanghonga, 2020;
Shapopi, 2019) and a bachelor’s thesis (Brand, 2020) have been completed in that context.

2.6.4 Case study weather modelling
The Namibia Meteorological Services enlisted the UHPC to conduct weather modelling for
particular weather events that occurred in Namibia. One such event was heavy rainfall that
occurred in October 2018 around the north-western part of Namibia in the Kunene region.
This particular event was of interest as it occurred after a long period of dry conditions, and
resulted in more than 50 mm of rainfall in less than 3 hours, resulting in floods and the death
of a number of animals. The Namibian Meteorological Services used the UHPC to simulate
this event employing a weather research and forecasting system (Somses et al., 2020).

2.7 Human capital development
In Namibia, the concept of high performance computing in its universal meaning is relatively
new. Thus, to take advantage of the new facilities at UNAM, training must be provided to
build capacity in high performance computing. With this goal in mind, efforts have been
made to grant training in the form of workshops and schools. The first workshop was held
in February 2017 at the Namibia University of Science and Technology. The workshop was
aimed at training system administrators in HPC and was facilitated by trainers from the South
African CHPC. The workshop was attended by members from both universities, and consisted
of people from computer science, physics, mathematics, and statistics. A second workshop
was held at the University of the Witwatersrand, South Africa, in August 2017. This workshop
was also aimed at training system administrators in HPC, and was attended by members from
different SADC countries that are members of the SADC HPC Ecosystem Project. A series of
sponsorships followed, where individuals were sponsored by STEM–Trek and CHPC to attend
the Supercomputing conference held annually in the United States of America.
Another workshop for capacity building was held in September of 2018 in UNAM’s School

of Computing. In addition to this, there have been multiple schools that also gave introductory
lessons on high performance computing, such as the biannual African School of Fundamental
Physics and Applications, held in 2018 at UNAM (Acharya et al., 2018) and the Development
in Africa with Radio Astronomy (DARA) project (Hoare, 2018), supported by the CHPC in
South Africa, that has a yearly intensive program at the Hartebeesthoek Radio Astronomy
Observatory (HartRAO) in South Africa.
There are now plans to hold more workshops aimed at creating awareness on the poten-

tial uses of HPC in Namibia as well as training more people in using and administering HPC
systems. It is noteworthy that capacity building in high performance computing has been
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bolstered by the DARA Big Data project which provides bursaries for students from the partner
countries of the AVN (Scaife & Cooper, 2020). This project is made possible by a partnership
between the UK Newton Fund, the Global Challenges Research Fund program, and the South
African Department of Science & Technology. Given the computationally intensive nature of
the field of Big Data, it is expected that many of the graduates from these scholarships will be
conversant in high performance computing.

3 CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

Namibia’s first HPC system is steadily growing with contributions and efforts from different
organisations and is actively being used to develop human capacity. The UHPC facility intends
to further leverage on the relationship with the South African Centre for High Performance
Computing, in terms of support and training to further human capital development in HPC.
Extensions to the UHPC that will be realised in the near future are listed below.

3.1 The UHPC/H.E.S.S. storage server
The High Energy Stereoscopic System in Namibia recently upgraded its on-site storage ser-
ver (Zhu et al., 2021) and donated part of the former one (Balzer et al., 2014) to the University
of Namibia. This consists of four modules, each taking 16 hard disk drives of 1 TB capacity,
three modules, each taking 16 hard disk drives of 3 TB capacity, and 10 computing modules
hosting Intel Xeon e5450 processors. In total, this amounts to a storage capacity of 202 TB,
which is a sizeable addition to the 13 TB storage space already available, and essentially
positions UNAM well to host a subset of the entire H.E.S.S. data locally.

3.2 The UHPC/Stampede
UNAM also received a Dell PowerEdge C8220 Stampede rack with 40 computing nodes. Each
compute node on Stampede has two Intel Sandy Bridge 80623 CPUs (eight cores each) with
32 GB RAM and 250 GB on-board storage. Once operational, the UHPC/Stampede will com-
plement the UHPC/Ranger in boosting the capacity of the UHPC facility to offer state of the
art computational needs not only to the UNAM community but to the Namibian community
at large.
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